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AGENT

It can be the travel agent's best friend, or make things ridiculously frustrating. all a computer could do was book a flight
for a client and keep that in records. Not to mention (but we will) the use of the Internet by travelers.

Historically this has come in the form of deeply discounted familiarization trips also known as "Fam Trips" to
popular destinations and resorts, educational presentations and classes at industry events, and the opportunity
to inspect hotels, cruise ships and other travel products first-hand. Social media, blogs and online discussion
groups resulted in an unprecedented sharing of information between consumers. There's a whole world to
discover, and it's all within everyone's reach - at least online. The most obvious example is MySpace - a place
where people can meet like-minded souls, share views, reviews, music, photos and even friends. Reinvention
of Services As fewer travelers approached travel agents to handle routine travel, some agents decided to
reinvent themselves as travel specialists. One of the biggest disruptors to the travel industry has of course been
Airbnb , which spurred the launch of other similar online-only companies such as One Fine Stay. In addition,
travel was often booked by phone or via fax. Or for the more adventurous traveller armed with a well-thumbed
guidebook, relying on trusted word-of-mouth recommendations to set their travel agenda. Price shopping:
When consumers realized that they could find travel prices online, they began to comparison shop. For travel
agents, the rise of digital has severely disrupted the industry. In recent years, some airlines have changed
course and reinstated airfare commissions. Some home-based travel agents are independent, while others
contract with host agencies. Using a product like schmap. Like others in the sector, the company is continually
embracing technology to woo its digitally-savvy customers. It's called "Travel 2. Agents no longer need to
maintain hard-copy files on clients, nor do they have to spend a lot of time collecting payments from clients
and remitting balances to vendors. Now you can get soundscapes, too - soundtransit. In some cases, travel
agents were expected to meet online price quotes. Commission changes: The ease of booking airfare online or
through electronic means resulted in the elimination or drastic reduction of airfare commissions. Travel agent
fees: Prior to the late s, most travel agents did not charge fees for their services. Technology has also given us
more information on the place we are going than ever before. When consumers had the ability to research and
book travel products directly, some travel agents went out of business while other agents saw new
opportunities for success. Photograph: Bloomberg via Getty Images At the turn of this century, planning a
holiday might have entailed a visit to the local travel agent. MySpace's success has spawned a host of similar
sites, some of which are specifically aimed at travellers. Travel agencies were no exception. Ultimately,
holidays might be able to find us rather than the other way round - think about it: all our past holiday
preferences, reviews, places visited and photos will be stored online, and we're potentially connected to
like-minded people and intelligent software that can suggest new places that will accurately meet all our
expectations of a holiday, saving us research time and opening our eyes to new places. So how will technology
shape the future of travel? Travel agents relied on personal travel experience, attending industry events,
reviewing brochures and developing personal relationships with vendors so they could make appropriate
recommendations to customers. Travel research: Before the Internet, consumers often relied on travel agents'
recommend destinations as well as cruise ships, hotels, restaurants and other attractions. In addition,
well-known travel vendors began to accept online bookings for airfare, hotel stays, tours and packages directly
from consumers. Booking, payments and confirmations can be managed quickly online and information can
be sent via email to clients. Well, now you can â€” in seconds. As a result, travelers became more aware of
destinations and what to expect. Travel agents also began to make use of these tools by starting their own
blogs, establishing social media profiles, and providing in-depth information about destinations via podcasts
and YouTube productions. These sorts of services will eventually roll out worldwide. She has written on
part-time, full-time and freelance employment for a variety of online and offline publications. The
commissions for other travel products, such as hotel rooms and packages, also underwent sea changes. In
recent years, however, travel vendors and industry associations have been able to provide online educational
opportunities. They include 43places. These include continuing education programs that keep travel agents
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informed about industry laws, trends and technology, as well as programs offered by tourism boards and travel
vendors that can help travel professionals become specialists in tourism hot spots and popular
accommodations. This change created a massive upset in the travel agency business, which relied on these
commissions. She holds a master's degree in library and information science from Dominican University.
References 2 Skift. In the future, we can expect to see more of these "mash-ups" - mixing maps with reviews,
ratings, photos and services car rental, hotels etc.


